DATE: 3rd September 2015
NAME: Arthur Marris
COMPANY/AFFILIATION: Cadence Design Systems
E-MAIL: arthurm@cadence.com

REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: 802.3bj/802.3bx
CLAUSE NUMBER: 83
CLAUSE TITLE: Physical Medium Attachment (PMA) sublayer, type 40GBASE-R and 100GBASE-R

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:
In Table 83-2 - MDIO/PMA control variable mapping (802.3bj)
In Table 83-3 - MDIO/PMA control variable mapping (802.3bx)
Correct the register name for the PIASE and PEASE bits so it reads 'PMA/PMD control 2'
Correct the register name for the PIASA and PEASA bits so it reads 'PMA/PMD status 1'

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:
There are no such registers as PMA ingress AUI stop enable, PMA egress AUI stop enable, PMA ingress AUI stop ability and PMA egress AUI stop ability

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:
None, this is an obvious typographical error